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ABSTRACT  

The Photovoltaics phenomenon is one of the 
major turning points in the battle against the 
depletion of fossil fuels. Sunlight being the main 
resource in photovoltaics, there still remains 
a quest to harvest it efficiently, to generate 
electricity. This study is focused on designing a 
basic, cost-effective prototype solar cell using 
ZnO and Cu2O nanoparticles (NPs) under normal 
university laboratory conditions. An ITO-coated 
glass was used as the substrate of the solar cell 
and a modified low-temperature chemical bath 
deposition method was used to fabricate the 
solar cell. Both ZnO and Cu2O were synthesized 
by aqueous precipitation methods while cobalt 
co-doped Ag-ZnO NPs were synthesized by 
solvothermal method. The UV-spectroscopic 
analysis confirmed the characteristic band of 
ZnO-NPs at 367.5 nm, Cu2O at 360 nm and cobalt 
co-doped Ag-ZnO at 378 nm. The FTIR spectrum 
showed sharp peaks at 460 cm-1 and 606 cm-1 
for the corresponding Zn-O bond and Cu-O bond 
respectively with a broad peak at 1329 cm-1 
for Cu2O FTIR, due to the chemisorbed and/or 
physisorbed H2O and CO2 molecules on the surface 
of nanostructure. The EDX analysis showed the 
presence of carbon impurity in ZnO-NPs which 
resulted in a deviated XRD pattern for ZnO while 
Cu2O showed the characteristic XRD pattern. The 
solar cell, which was illuminated under three 
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different lux conditions had a characteristic J-V plot 
when measured through Gamry Potentiostat. This 
simple, cost-effective technique can be adopted 
by large-scale solar cell manufacturing firms to 
build small prototype solar cells.

 1. INTRODUCTION

For many decades inorganic materials such as 
silicon dominated as the main material in building 
conventional solar cells.1 Although it is true that 
the efficiency of such conventional solar cells 
is high, those solar cells require very expensive 
materials and energy-intensive processing 
techniques.1 To overcome those limitations, 
solution-processed solar cells based on inorganic 
semiconductors which include nanostructured 
solar cells have emerged.1 The main advantages of 
inorganic semiconductor nanoparticles are, they 
offer the advantage of having high absorption 
coefficients and size tunability.1 By varying the 
size of the nanoparticles, the bandgap can be 
tuned therefore the absorption range can be 
tailored.1 Furthermore, compared with organic 
nanoparticles, inorganic nanoparticles are non-
toxic, hydrophilic, biocompatible and highly 
stable.2 The main two types of semiconductor NPs 
used are ZnO & Cu2O nanoparticles because ZnO/
Cu2O materials are highly abundant, cheaper, and 
non-toxic to humans.3 Furthermore, ZnO/Cu2O 
are natural n-type and p-type semiconductors 
respectively.3

As mentioned above these solar cell designing 
methods require sophisticated fabrication 
techniques such as spray pyrolysis and Reactive 
ion etching (RIE). Thus, this project works on 
developing advanced materials under several 
parallel research projects by especially focusing 
on the following objectives: preparation of ZnO, 
cobalt co-doped Ag-ZnO, and Cu2O nanoparticles, 
developing a simple fabrication technique 
to fabricate ZnO and Cu2O nanoparticles on 
a conductive glass under normal laboratory 
conditions at the university and checking the 

functionality of the fabricated solar cell from a 
current density vs. potential plot (J-V plot) under 
dark and illuminated conditions.   

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O (zinc acetate dihydrate) 
and AgNO3 (silver nitrate) were obtained from 
BDH company. NaOH (sodium hydroxide), 
Cu(NO3)2.3H2O (copper(II) nitrate trihydrate), and 
Co(NO3)2.6H2O (cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate) 
were obtained from Merck Specialities Pvt. Ltd. 
C2H2O4.2H2O (oxalic acid dihydrate) was obtained 
from Himedia Laboratories Pvt. Ltd. PEG 400 
(polyethylene glycol 400) was obtained from 
Alpha Chemika company. d-(+)-glucose anhydrous 
was obtained from Fluka Chemika company. All 
chemicals were supplied in GPR grade and were 
used as received without further purification.

2.1. PREPARATION OF ZNO, CU2O AND CO 
CO-DOPED AG-ZNO NPS

The present work adopted the procedure followed 
by Halanayake et al4 for ZnO NPs preparation and 
Amini M. et al5 for Cu2O NPs preparation. The 
procedure presented by B. Subash et al6 was 
modified to prepare Co/Ag/ZnO-NPs. 

2.2. FABRICATION AND ILLUMINATION OF 
SOLAR CELL

  
Both ZnO and Cu2O nanoparticles were fabricated 
on the conductive glass substrate, by using 
a modified, low-temperature chemical bath 
deposition method. Commercially available indium 
tin oxide (ITO) glass was used as the substrate. The 
substrate was first rinsed in acetone followed by 
ethanol and finally with deionized water. After 
that, around 1 cm × 1 cm area from one end of 
the glass substrate was taped using masking tape 
to a thickness of around 1 mm on a Petri dish. 
Then, the prepared ZnO-NPs were deposited 
on the conductive side of the glass substrate up 
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to 1 mm thickness avoiding the taped area. The 
deposition of ZnO-NPs on the glass substrate was 
done as follows. First, the ZnO-NPs were heated 
to boiling in a 100 mL beaker, by a Bunsen burner, 
with a minimal amount of distilled water to make 
a paste. Then the paste was poured onto the glass 
substrate up to the width of the masking tape and 
using a micro spatula it was spread evenly. After 
that, the petri dish containing the glass substrate 
and ZnO-NPs were kept on a hot plate at 60 0C 
temperature for 15 minutes. During the ZnO-NP 
solidification process, the thickness of the masking 
tape was increased with, around 0.5 mm. Soon 
after the ZnO layer solidifies, the Cu2O-NPs paste 
was prepared and fabricated following the same 
procedure for ZnO-NPs fabrication. After that, the 
glass substrate containing both ZnO and Cu2O was 
kept at 60 0C for 15 minutes for the solidification 
of the Cu2O layer. The temperature and the time 
should always control carefully, else the ZnO-NPs 
layer and Cu2O-NPs layer will get cracked and the 
Cu2O-NPs layer might leak into the conductive 
glass layer. The leaking and cracking of layers 
will result in the dysfunction of the solar cell. 
Finally, the solar cell was illuminated by one zero 
technology, SL-838 dimmable table lamp under 
three lux conditions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Characterization of bare ZnO and cobalt co-
doped Ag-ZnO-NPs

     

     Figure 1 

                     Figure 2                         

                         

                   Figure 3     

                   

                    Figure 4        

                    Figure 5   
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           Figure 6

A wavelength scan was carried out on 
the range 300-400 nm for bare ZnO-NPs and Co 
co-doped Ag-ZnO NPs using the UH5300 Hitachi 
spectrophotometer. The literature UV data for 
ZnO-NPs is reported at 364 nm and 374 nm at 
pH 12.4,7 As shown in Figure 1 the value obtained 
from this study, which is 367.5 nm, is in the range 
between 364 nm and 374 nm, the prepared ZnO 
can be taken as NPs. The EDX spectrum of bare 
ZnO-NPs shown in Figure 2 shows that prepared 
NPs contain a small impurity of carbon. The XRD 
of the present study of bare ZnO-NPs which is 
shown in Figure 3 from 10-80 2(theta)-angle range 
(covered by the rectangular area) agrees with the 
literature XRD patterns.4,7 The ‘d’ values 2.81164 
Å, 2.60825 Å, 2.47679 Å, 1.91304 Å, 1.62615 Å, 
1.47823 Å, 1.40908 Å, 1.38005 Å, and 1.36184 
Å of the graph correspond to XRD miller indices 
(100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112), 
(201) respectively, which are also reported in the 
literature.4 7 The major peak between 5-10 2(theta)-
angle can be accounted for carbon impurity. The 
FTIR data shown in Figure 4 is in close agreement 
with the literature values.7,8 The deviation from the 
literature range can be concluded as the presence 
of carbon impurities. The SEM image shown in the 
200 nm range in Figure 5 confirms the formation 
of bare ZnO NPs. As shown in Figure 6, the current 
study shows a 378 nm peak for the Co co-doped 
Ag-ZnO NPs. The shifting of λmax from 367.5 nm to 
378 nm proves that the doping has worked. Thus, 
the band gap has been reduced paving the way to 
increased photovoltaic efficiencies. 

 3.1  CHARACTERIZATION OF BARE CU2O-
NPS AND J-V PLOT FOR ZNO/CU2O SOLAR CELL 

                                                                                                                                                      
 Figure 7                                             
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As shown in Figure 7, a wavelength scan was 
carried out on the range 300-750 nm for bare Cu2O-
NPs using UH5300 Hitachi spectrophotometer. 
The value obtained from the current study 
which is 360 nm in in good agreement with the 
literature values.9 The increase in intensity at 
360 nm indicates the presence of bare Cu2O-NPs 
while a decrease in intensity at 360 nm indicates 
the presence of CuO-NPs.9,10 The EDX spectrum 
of bare Cu2O-NPs shown in Figure 8 shows that 
there are only Cu and O in the sample proving 
that the prepared bare Cu2O-NPs are pure. The 
XRD spectra of bare Cu2O-NPs of the current study 
which is shown in Figure 9, corresponds with the 
literature XRD patterns.5 The ‘d’ values 3.03258 Å, 
2.47278 Å, 2.13686 Å, 1.50984 Å, 1.28631 Å, and 
1.23194 Å of the graph correspond to XRD miller 
indices (110), (111), (200), (220), (311), (222) 
respectively, which are also reported in literature.5 
The literature states typical Cu-O stretching of bare 
Cu2O-NPs, in the range 601-624 cm-1.10,11 Hence, 
the FTIR data shown in Figure 10 for prepared 

bare Cu2O-NPs are in good agreement with the 
literature value range. The broad absorption band 
between 1300 and 2000 cm-1 is mainly assigned to 
the chemisorbed and/or physisorbed H2O and CO2 
molecules on the surface of the nanostructure.12 
The SEM images of bare Cu2O-NPs shown in the 
200 nm range in Figure 11 confirm the formation 
of NPs and they are in good agreement with the 
literature images.5 The particle size analysis on 
both ZnO and Cu2O NPs could not be performed 
at this stage due to lack of facilities and fundings. 
The current density vs potential plot (J-V plot) 
of the present study which is shown in Figure 12 
follows the typical J-V curve for solar cells.12,13 This 
concludes that the designed ZnO/Cu2O solar cell is 
functioning. 

4. CONCLUSION

The ZnO, Co co-doped Ag-ZnO and Cu2O NPs 
were successfully prepared and characterized. 
The λmax 378 nm of Co co-doped Ag-ZnO confirms 
the reduction of the band gap of doped ZnO 
which leads the path to increased photovoltaics 
efficiencies of ZnO. The solar cell fabricated with 
ZnO/Cu2O demonstrated the typical J-V plot, 
which ultimately confirms the successfulness of 
the prepared solar cell. Additionally, an attempt to 
prepare a more efficient solar cell fabricated with 
Co co-doped Ag-ZnO and Cu2O was made. Since 
the Co-co-doped Ag-ZnO NPs appeared like a very 
fine powder due to calcining at 500 ˚C, the Co-co-
doped Ag-ZnO layer was not thick enough to hold 
and as a result the fabrication was failed. In future 
work, a method can be developed to hold together 
Co-co-doped Ag-ZnO NPs firmly to the substrate. 
A study involves a concept called nanopillars 
to strengthen nanoparticle layers which can be 
inculcated in future studies.13
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